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ABSTRACT 

This study has been primed to examine the requisites of literature and soft 

skills along with social networking in this constantly changing society. Nowadays 

Business becomes more social and the need of soft skills to advance one’s own skills 

in this competitive technology based society.  It is the need to make sure the 

awareness how people know to handle themselves at work place and relate with the 

situations they meet. The hotspot is that soft skills play a foremost role in making a 

person pleasant and devoted to communicate skilfully and cleverly in resolving the 

problems and to measure them which is a well known thing in this integrating world. 

But this extract evidences the illustrations of associating literature and soft skills 

through Mahabharata, Bacon’s works, etc., which coincides the linkage of social 

networking and enhancing communication skills through it. It illustrates the Baconian 

studies of making up the mind through philosophical thoughts. The leadership 

qualities and the management lessons through Mahabharata is a proven fact of soft 

skills through literature. Bacon’s Novum Organum has been specified the logical and 

reasoning thoughts for an individual through his Four Idols with illustration. Social 

networking includes great requirement of language skills which involve multiple 

components of communicating and the words we use have a better command over 

language skills. When social networks have been managed effectively it allows us to 

practice our interpersonal communication skills in a keen focused way. 

 
INTRODUCTION: 

Language is an essential part of human life which is a respiration to everyone. 

The accumulation of Literature, soft skills and social networking is not a discrete one 

to view them in a queue. Soft skills hold the prominent place in life, where it can be 

acquired through literature still more to involve in a social networking. This point is 

the hub and nuclei of this whole paper. Soft skills strengthen us to maintain a healthy 

social network when it is literally sounded. Throughout this exploration we find 

through with more examples how soft skills can be reached besides the other two 
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terms known as Literature and Social networking. Hence it is a bonded cycle to 

enhance good communication. 

ACQUISITION AND THE NECESSITY OF SOFTSKILLS: 

The transition from an academic environment to the professional world can be 

a tricky process, if one hasn’t been taught the essential skills. More and more 

corporations around the world recognize that, in order to gain a competitive 

advantage, they also need to make sure their people know how to handle themselves 

at work and how to relate with their customers and peers. One should be opulent1 in 

showing empathy and optimism to extreme self-awareness to know what's going on 

around them. These vital competencies are an integral part of a progressive 

organization that comes under the umbrella of Emotional Intelligence (EI). 

 

 

 
 

 

These soft-skills or emotional intelligence skills revelations open the door to a lot of 

discussion. The western civilization and our traditional management theories tend to 

lead us in the direction of individualistic promotion. They display our strengths rather 

than the demonstration of our humanness. These ideas have been so tightly woven 

into all our efficient qualities and one has to be strong enough to handle the things all 

by themselves. It is observed that in academia people are not paying attention to these 

things. For example, Recruiters come back and say this batch of second-year M.B.A’s 

are brilliant at quantitative skills, but they don’t know things like how to get along, 

work in a team or be good communicators. Soft skills can be defined as personal 
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attributes that enhance an individual’s interactions, job performance, and career 

prospects and transform him/her into a mature person. 

Soft skills - Doesn’t everyone already have it? 

Soft skills are usually behavioral traits inherent in an individual. Some 

individuals simply have the right set of soft skills that allows them to excel in any 

situation such as understanding instructions quickly, executing them effectively, 

having the ability to take control and gain respect from a team of executives. Such 

traits cannot be taught or picked up simply by reading a book. However, soft skills 

may be developed through constant practice and training. Taking problem-solving an 

example, some individuals 

are simply equipped with the ability to find solutions to most problems at the snap of 

their fingers while others simply ponder for too long and in vain. To be able to 

develop such a soft skill, we will have to learn more about problem-solving. Perhaps, 

attending a workshop or two on how to look at problems from different perspectives it 

trains us to learn. Job seekers with the necessary academic qualifications and 

experiences are aplenty. But finding the one ideal job seeker with complementary soft 

skills is almost like finding a needle in a haystack. Though most employers do not 

usually state such a requirement in their job advertisements, soft skills are the definite 

qualities they seek in their candidates. 

EVIDENCES AND ILLUSTRATIONS OF ASSOCIATING SOFT SKILLS 

THROUGH LITERATURE: 

From the Bacon’s Work of Novum Organon: 

While today's professional skills focus on effective communication, attitude in 

the work place, values relating to self and others, etiquette and manners, case study, 

team work and group communication and public speaking, SWOT2, all these and a lot 

more can be covered by merely a study of relevant literature. 

Francis Bacon    
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Francis Bacon (1561-1626) was an English Philosopher, statesman, scientist, 

lawyer, jurist and author. He is known as the Father of empiricism and famously died 

of pneumonia contacted while studying the effects of freezing on the preservation of 

meat. Novum Organum is a philosophical work by Francis Bacon published in 1620. 

The title is a reference to Aristotle’s work Organon. Bacon detailed a new system of 

logic believed to be superior to the old ways of syllogism3.  

As a philosophical advocate and practitioner of scientific revolution, Francis Bacon is 

the writer of Renaissance and a well known philosopher and essayist. His prose 

played a great role in English literature. Novum Organum was part of a larger work 

called Instauratio Magna, which is a scientific inquiry, philosophy based on the results 

of this scientific work. This work so influenced modern scientific methods that Bacon 

is often called the Father of Modern Science. 

Critical Thinking and Logical Reasoning is one of the essential qualities in 

soft skills and Bacon suggests here an entirely new system of logic, which is based on 

induction rather than on the syllogism. Induction begins with the facts of nature and 

works slowly towards general axioms or propositions, by building up tables of 

comparison. Bacon states that nowadays men’s minds are filled with various foolish 

and incorrect notions that prevent them from understanding nature properly. He 

introduces rational thinking and he seeks to eradicate these notions in which he calls 

the idols, which originate in human nature. The Four Idols he describe as 1) Idols of 

tribe 2) Idols of cave 3) Idols of the Market place 4) Idols of the theatre. The third 

type of Idol has a great impact of telling about soft skills. Idols of Market place come 

from men’s association with others, and chiefly through words and language well 

enough to communicate with others. He emphasized on the way man thinks and 

words come out from him. Here he speaks philosophically that words often betray 

their own purpose, obscuring the very thoughts they are designed to express. This 

implies that critical thinking and creativity is essential for one’s own development to 

understand life. Even more Bacon insists on syllogism the other way of understanding 

the concepts of truth. But in this work of   “Novum organon” he braces the view of 

induction method in understanding syllogism too. 

Bacon’s scientific method consisted of three steps: 

 Purge your mind of prejudices—what Bacon called “superstition.” 

 Collect observations and experiences systematically. 
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 Stop, survey what you have seen, and draw initial conclusions (the “first 

vintage”). 

LITERARY COMMUNICATION: 
 

Literature can be used as one of the powerful resources to develop students’ 

word power and enrich their soft skills through the happenings in the story or play. 

While dealing with the poem ‘The Affliction of Margaret’ by William Wordsworth, a 

student was asked to perform the role of Margaret and talk about her sorrow and 

worries. While dealing with “the entire World’s a Stage”, in groups students were 

asked to draw a sketch of seven stages of man’s life, and it was observed that students 

responded a lot to the sketch they had drawn.  Rather than telling the meaning of a 

text, it is felt that students of literature must be given an opportunity to discover the 

meaning of the text, and it makes them to get inspire out of it. 

EXTRACT FROM MAHABHARATHA: 

Mahabharata encompasses many lessons on management which can 

potentially be applied to modern business practices. Vyasa's epic poem is considered 

to be a pertinent handbook on management and these management insights are being 

practiced by many today. Lord Krishna is the perfect management Guru. He is the 

Mentor of Mentors, Coach of Coaches and Guru of all Motivational Gurus. He is the  

greatest life skills expert and demonstrated every skill in the court of Dhritharashtra 

during his diplomatic tour to Hasthinapuri (now Delhi), which was taken up only to 

avoid war between Kauravas and Pandavas. The main extracts have been some of the 

best practices from India's great epic of knowledge and inspiration. Like how 

Pandavas transformed their weaknesses to strengths during the years of exile, it is the 

need of the hour to have the urge to improve on our weakness. Mahabharata gives 

many an examples to highlight the importance of utilizing time to overcoming our 

skills like how Arjuna went on a mission to attain the Divyastras or Yudhisthira 

mastered the Game of Dice. It is needed to have the passion to dedicate adequate time 

to learn those skills that can help us to overcome our weakness only by which one can 

be a great manager. Sharing Responsibilities of Leadership qualities are clearly 

focused in this epic.  

 

 

. 
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 Good Managerial qualities, strong commitment, female influence such as Women 

Empowerment through Kunti Devi, Panchali,  Subadhra, mother of Abimanyu which 

of these characters shows feminine influence a lot. Problems occur in our life because 

of our hasty and inappropriate decisions. Pandavas though in exile turned their 

weakness into strength. Arjuna and Duryodhana  went to Krishna to enlist his support 

before their great war. While Duryodhana chose Krishna’s large Yadava army, Arjuna 

chose Krishna (who, by the way, had vowed not to pick arms in the war). An efficient 

leader who should not only be a dictator but also a mentor is Sri Krishna. Arjuna 

knew very well that both sides had fearsome warriors who could singlehandedly 

destroy the largest of armies. What he and the Pandavas needed was a friend, a 

philosopher, a beacon who could show the way from time to time and keep their 

hopes from falling. It is Krishna a master strategist, an effective leader guides 

pandavas in a diplomatic way without handling any weapon himself. Strategy doesn’t 

means gathering of efficient people in a group. It means using right people in a right 

situation and in a right manner. An ancient proverb says “A good man’s silence is 

worse than the lies of a hundred evil men”. History knows that Bhishma and Drona 

were among the most virtuous and courageous men that India, and probably the entire 

world, has ever seen. However, in spite of all their goodness and virtue, they ended up 

on the losing side; on the side that came to be associated with evil. All they had to do 

was to stop Duryodhana and Shakuni when they cheated in the game of dice or when 

Duryodhana repelled all attempts to stop the war. However Bhishma’s loyalty towards 

the kingdom and Drona’s loyalty towards the king came in their way. Talent might be 

plenty in one’s hand but the proper usage of it determines the individuality which in 

the soft skills termed as “ATTITUDE”. Karna is meant for good attitude even though 

he is in evil side in Gauravas. At last, it has been proved that “Teamwork” succeeds 
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when individual effort fails. Ekalavya stands for total commitment and got inspired of 

his Guru’s statue.  
DOES SOCIAL NETWORK IMPROVE COMMUNICATION AND SOFTSKILLS? 

Millions of people become anxious and insecure when speaking in public, 

starting a conversation, or mingling with others in social settings. There are a large 

number of individuals who are extremely successful in their professional lives, but 

feel shy and they are away from meeting peoples attending social functions and 

interpersonal communication. Social networking promotes soft skills to overcome 

obstacles and develop positive habits and social abilities. Learning new social skills 

involves learning to communicate effectively, adapting to various social and 

professional situations, interpreting the body language of others and improving our 

own body language, and learning to handle adversity and rejection in a positive 

manner. Failures of these skills lead to negative feelings, self-doubt, and low self-

esteem. Flexibility, understanding, and the ability to communicate effectively are the 

most important factors improving our social skills while in social network 

 
Effective communication is vital to success in every aspect of life. Professionals 

communicate daily with coworkers, vendors, clients and many others. Spouses talk to 

one another; parents talk to their children. Social networks such as Face book, Twitter 

etc., have changed the way people communicate which is the familiarity of the 

technology. This generation is becoming more comfortable with technology in any 
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field."  This generation is a growing part of the workplace. It is making decisions 

about how the workplace operates and how we communicate within the workplace. 

Workplace changes include thinking and implementing better use of social 

networking. One of the primary advantages of social network tools is the expanded 

"social" aspect which includes inter personal skills also. 
INNATE QUALITIES GETS PERSONALISED THROUGH SOCIAL NETWORK 

“Interpersonal" includes being more social, revealing more of ourselves 

honestly and safely, and using language more effectively. Social networks, when used 

and managed effectively, allow us to practice our interpersonal communication skills 

in a laser-focused way. Our challenge is not to hide behind social networks, but to use 

them to initiate more in-person interaction, positively and safely.  Social media, 

including networking websites such as Face book, LinkedIn, and Twitter, are good 

tools for job search. Social media can help to find opportunities and showcase our 

abilities in innovative ways. That being said, it’s important to make sure your social 

networking activities support, rather than undermine, our work search. Nowadays, 

more employers are using search engines such as Google, Bing or Yahoo to check out 

potential job candidates. 60 to 80 per cent of available jobs are filled through 

networking. 

    
Social media are effective networking tools that can give access to people where we 

may never meet.  Professional networking websites such as LinkedIn and Viadeo4 are 

used by many professionals as a standard way to network. These websites not only 

access as providing a job search function, but also allows us to make direct contact 

with employers who also use the websites. Applications on professional networking 

websites allow everyone to locate and streamline our networking.  
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For example, one application allows us to check job postings against our network to 

see if we have any contacts in companies posting the jobs. Discussion groups at these 

websites help us to build our online identity around our skills and experience. For 

example, the LinkedIn Answers group allow us participate in discussions with other 

professionals in our field. 

Blogs and mini-blogs such as Twitter can also be very useful work search 

tools. Many companies have a corporate presence on Twitter and use it to post job 

openings. Also, creating a mini-profile or mini-blog posting known as a tweet, with a 

link to our resume online, is a good way to let others know about our work 

search. Blogging and commenting on blogs and tweets related to our field or our work 

search can showcase our skills and experience. To find a blog in our field, we can use 

an occupational name + blog as search terms. 

 For example, try using engineer + blog in a Google, Bing or Yahoo search. 

Forums and bulletin boards are also useful tools. Discussion groups and other online 

networking opportunities can be found through professional associations, industry 

groups or unions websites. Taking part in discussion groups allows us to showcase 

our knowledge and connect with others in our field, including potential employers. 

Being active on forums and bulletin boards supports the search engine optimization of 

our name and allows employers to find us more easily online. Using the privacy 

settings on social networking websites to control who can access our profile and to 

what level they can. For example, if we are currently employed and looking for a 

different job, we probably don’t want our boss to find out on Face book. We can 

inform our online network when we are looking for work or work-related 

connections. Online networking can be very time-consuming. It’s a good idea to limit 

ourselves to a specific amount of time each day or week. We can also use social 

media to find out about the organization and people who will be interviewing us. 

Thinking of questions mutually to ask or to be asked in the interview based on the 

social media profiles. For example, asking about an article or blog they have written 

or a talk they have given. Social media involves an extensive amount of writing, and 

being able to write well is an important skill to possess in terms of communication. A 

good relationship falls apart when there is a lack of balance. With a lack of balance 

between socialization, soft skills and technical skills including the social media 

strategy, it is a hardship in this society. 
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CONCLUSION: 

As mentioned above, Soft skills hold the prominent place in life, where it can be 

acquired through literature still more to involve in a social networking. Hence this 

phenomenon of soft skills, literature and social network is an inter-related one. 
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